Judicial Impeachment Bill Approved in Kansas
Under a bill approved recently by the state senate, Kansas Supreme Court justices could be impeached for such infractions as behaving discourteously in the courtroom or trying to “usurp” legislative power. How likely is it that the bill will pass, what led to its being introduced, and what else does it identify as an impeachable offense? The Wall Street Journal has some answers.

Want to Serve Low- and Moderate-Income Clients? Pricing Advice from Chicago Bar Foundation
Can you really make a living by assisting low- to moderate-income clients? And if you’re not tied to the billable hour, then how should you price your services? For many lawyers, these and other pragmatic questions stand in the way of improving access to justice and adapting to a changed legal marketplace. A new pricing toolkit from the Chicago Bar Foundation’s Justice Entrepreneur Project offers practical advice.

Need a Great BLI Recap? There’s a Storify for That
Were you at the (fabulous) ABA Bar Leadership Institute last week? If so, did you know there was a silent conversation going on all around you? Whether you attended or not, now you can catch up via a Storify story. This tool gathers great tweets, posts, and photos all in one place, and the Division for Bar Services has put one together from BLI. Enjoy!

What is Beagle—and Is it on the Hunt for Lawyers’ Jobs?
You may have heard that IBM has applied its Watson artificial intelligence technology to the legal profession via a platform it calls ROSS. Now, there’s Beagle, a Microsoft-backed contract review startup that promises, “We sniff out the fine print so you don’t have to.” FindLaw assesses what these new AI legal technologies might mean for human lawyers.